The Story of a House
Discussion on the role of good cooperation with the user in planning the space of kindergartens and schools, 2018
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The annual increment in Slovenia amounts to approximately 8.5 million cubic meters of wood.

Slovenia cuts down merely 70% of the permitted annual felling, which is 40% of the current increment.

Every 68 minutes, enough wood grows to build an entirely new Kočevje kindergarten.
a room with no name
PHASE 3: DEMOLITION OF THE OLD KINDERGARTEN
“Childhood is a state of mind which ends the moment a puddle is first viewed as an obstacle instead of opportunity.”

Maggie Dent
Archetypal Metaphors for Learning in the 21st Century

Campfire (information) + Watering hole (dialogue) + Cave (concept) + Life (context)

campfire
watering hole
cave
“A nook found in-between is to inhabit.”

Rosemary Milne
life
PAZI, VIDNA STENA!!!
“We come not to see the work of art, but the world according to the work.”

Maurice Merleau-Ponty
Thank You!